
Workplace Etiquette 
 

MAKING POSITIVE IMPRESSIONS 

How you present yourself to others in the business world speaks volumes. People often form first 
impressions about others within seconds of first meeting them therefore it is crucial to ensure you are 
properly prepared to present yourself as a professional. Here are some important tips towards making a 
good impression. 

• Stand straight, make eye contact, turn towards people when they are speaking, and genuinely 
smile at people. 

• Follow your office dress code, perhaps dressing a step above the norm for your office. 
• Your briefcase or bag and the things you carry in them say something about you. Messy items 

may detract from the image you would like to present. 
• When meeting someone for the first time, be sure to shake hands palm to palm with a gentle 

firmness. 
• Be alert. Sleepiness looks bad in the workplace. 
• Kindness and courtesy count! 
• Arrive early to work each day. 

 

PEOPLE 

How you treat people says a lot about you. 

• Learn names and learn them quickly. A good tip for remembering names is to use a person's 
name three times within your first conversation with them. Also, write names down and keep 
business cards. People know when you don't know their names and may interpret this as a sign 
that you don't value them. 

• Don't make value judgments on people's importance in the workplace. Talk to the maintenance 
staff members and to the people who perform many of the administrative support functions. 
These people deserve your respect! 

• Self-assess: Think about how you treat your supervisor(s), peers, and subordinates. Would the 
differences in the relationships, if seen by others, cast you in an unfavorable light? If so, find 
where the imbalance exists, and start the process of reworking the relationship dynamic. 

• What you share with others about your personal life is your choice, but be careful. Things can 
come back to haunt you. Don't ask others to share their personal lives with you. This makes 
many people uncomfortable in the work space. 

• Respect people's personal space. This may be very different than your own. 


